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                MARITIME TECHNOLOGY CLUSTER FVG

                Maritime Technologies aggregation actor in Friuli Venezia Giulia region,

				reference point for enterprises, universities, research centers, training institutions,

				who aim at being more competitive, together.
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                    	(Italiano) Un workshop sul futuro delle tecnologie marittime per il lancio della nuova sede italiana di SNAME a Trieste
	(Italiano) Il ruolo fondamentale del fattore umano: al via al primo workshop del progetto Capability Blue Hub FVG
	(Italiano) Next Maritime Technology Day 2024 – 14 maggio 2024 a Trieste
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                                bring the maritime technologies territorial system to be a primary actor for competitive growth in national, European and international processes
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                                            Collaborative projects finalized to increase and stimulate networking and inter-regional and international collaborations
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                                            Research and development projects and support in the financial reporting of the activities
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                                            Innovation

                                            [image: Innovation]
                                            Events and initiatives finalized to increase the relations among research and innovation actors and supporting open innovation processes, facilitating matching between research ideas/results and innovation users.
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                                            Trainings for secondary school’s teachers, Professional Master Courses, training for professional upskilling and training workshops for enterprises, prototypes and training projects.
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                                            Recognition of the characteristics and needs connected to actors of the blue economy in terms of competences, technologies and training/education, in order to support the best definition of regional policies and valorization of the territory at extra-regional level.
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                                            Support in the project planning and preparation and consequent implementation of the project activities.
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                                            Organization of technical events finalized to deepen most recent and key research and innovation thematic.
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                                            Didactic and educational activities to promote the maritime professions.
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                        Why becoming our member?

                        DURING 2015 - 2024
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                                Networking

                                We build connections among local and extra regional expertise, enhancing opportunities for collaboration, mutual growth and facilitating the matching between demand and offer of innovation.

                            

                            
                                Services

                                We support the Blue Economy actors in designing innovation projects, with project management and  diffusion and dissemination of research results.

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Training

                                We organize vocational activities to promote maritime jobs and technology and management-related events and workshops; we support the design and implementation of professional master courses at university level and advanced training courses for workers and teachers.

                            

                            
                                Observatory

                                We analyze the maritime territorial framework starting from the innovation attitude of the enterprises, the occupational and training needs; we provide matching and incoming activities for the extra regional businesses, interested to get in contact with the potentiality of our territory.
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                                        Public administration

                                        We perform activities to support  the implementation  of cultural, industrial and research policies.                                    
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                                        Enterprises

                                        We support the growth of innovation and human capital                                    
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                                        Research Centers

                                        We stimulate the encounter between researchers and innovators, supporting technology transfer actions                                    
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                                        School

                                        we create opportunities for students to access information and details about main technologies and blue related opportunities                                    
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                            Subscribe to our mailing list to
get all the updates                            
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                            Develop your idea with us                            send your idea
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                        MARITIME TECHNOLOGY CLUSTER FVG s.c.a.r.l.

                        Via IX Giugno, 46

                        34074 Monfalcone (Italy)

                        tel. +39 0481 723440

                        Codice Fiscale e Partita Iva: 01138620313

                        PEC: marefvg@legalmail.it

                        Codice univoco per i pagamenti: M5UXCR1
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This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
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                            Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-advertisement	1 anno	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie is used to record the user consent for the cookies in the "Advertisement" category .
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 mesi	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
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	_gat	1 minuto	This cookie is installed by Google Universal Analytics to restrain request rate and thus limit the collection of data on high traffic sites.
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                            Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_ga	2 anni	The _ga cookie, installed by Google Analytics, calculates visitor, session and campaign data and also keeps track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookie stores information anonymously and assigns a randomly generated number to recognize unique visitors.
	_gid	1 giorno	Installed by Google Analytics, _gid cookie stores information on how visitors use a website, while also creating an analytics report of the website's performance. Some of the data that are collected include the number of visitors, their source, and the pages they visit anonymously.
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